Computational study of dispersion and extent of mutated and duplicated sequences of the H5N1 influenza neuraminidase over the period 1997-2008.
Study of mutational changes in neuraminidase (NA) gene sequences is important to track the effectiveness of the inhibitors to the H5N1 avian flu virus that targets this component of the viral apparatus. Our analysis based on numerical characterization studies of 682 complete neuraminidase gene and protein sequences available in the database, updated to March 2009, and which extends our previous work based on a sample of 173 sequences has revealed several interesting features. We have noticed that identical sequences have appeared over significant distances in space and time, raising the need for a deeper understanding of the longevity of such viral strains in the environment. Structural sections like transmembrane, stalk, body, and C-terminal tail regions have shown independent recombinations between strains from various species including human and avian hosts highlighting influenza's flexibility in host selection and recombination. Our analysis confirmed a biased nature in mutational accumulation in structural segments: a highly conserved 50-base C-terminal tail section identified in our earlier paper seems to accumulate mutational changes at a rate of about a fifth to an eighth of transmembrane and stalk regions, although the length is about half of these. Parallel study of the equivalent section to the C-terminal region in protein sequences reveals only 13 separate varieties, and all the other 669 sequences are duplicates to three of these varieties showing the highly conserved nature of this segment. Our analysis of active site related bases and amino acids showed highly conserved characteristic of those constructs, whereas the rest of the segments demonstrated rather large mutational changes. These kinds of high level of mutation in major part of the H5N1 NA sequences and recombinations within structural segments coupled with strong conservation of a few select segments show that the potential of rapid mutations to more virulent forms of this variety of avian flu continue to remain of concern, especially with the possibility of long duration dormancy of some of these viral strains, whereas islands of highly conserved segments could signify potential regions for inhibitor designs.